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The federal German North Sea t chart has· been issued weeklyo
since ·Septemb~r 1968 by the Deutsches Hydrographisches Institut

(DHI) as a paper copy of about 55 cm to 70 cm. It seems to be

one of the last remaining survivors of a group of traditional

SST charts of or including the North Sea which once were issued
periodically by different nations.

Dur recipients today and - it is hoped - users are fisheries

associations, weather services, marine institutes, a~d navy

offices (SAR services) adjacent to the North Sea, in North
America and even in Japan.

INTRODUCTION

C.M. 1986 / C:21ICES

Ineluding the da ta basis and proeessing, the aetual eompilation

of the weekly t -chart is deseribed. In eomparison to the t o-. 0

data transmitted direct from different research vessels, th~

aecuracy of the ship observation used ean be estimated regionally

during the period of the International Young fish Survey 1986.

finally, the partly large differences of the chart compiled

weekly from ship observations eompared with satel1ite images

are discussed.

The surface temperature anomalies of the week ineluding the

15th of each month - related to the lang term means 1905-54

(ICES, 1962) - are inserted into the t o ehart •

Since 1970, comments about the previous winter watertemperatures

and a forecast of the bottom temperatures for the fol10wing summer

are supplied in May. Öther irregular supplements deal with verti

eal temperature and bottom temperature distributions, mostly based

upon IGOSS-data of research vessels. Agraphie reduction of the

t chart is regularly prepared for facsimile transmission and eano
also be mailed.

Several attempts have been made to investigate a fixed grid

interpolation of the chart series for temperature fluctuations.

The charts of the per iod 1971 to 1980 have been used to compile

weekly and monthly means (Becker et al., 1986).

These statistics also include the differences to the ICES 10ng
term means (1905-54).

Now, that the chart has nearly reaehed its 18th birthday, it

is time to discuss the past and future· method of compilation and

- maybe - possible supporting satel1ite images. Thus, the reader

- and especially the user - is now asked to write his/her wishes

and comments about the federal German t o chart.

funk-haas
Neuer Stempel
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COMPIlATION Of THE t o CHART

The t o chert lUes and still is compiled from the surface temperatures

contained in the standard WMO lUeather observations made by vessels

in the North See. from Wednesday, 00 UTC, to Tuesday, 21 UTC, the

incoming data of all observation times lUere, and are, taken into

account. from the beginning of the corr.pilation of the chart until

last year, all the ship observation telex paper prints passing

through the Seewetteramt Hamburg (SWA) to or from the central of

the Deutschen Wetterdienst, Offenbach (DWD), were sorted daily

by hand. The observations from the North Sea, the area 50 0 N to 62 0 N

and 40 W to 12 0 E, were drawn into a transparent original chart

(also by hand), insofar as they showed realistic water temperatures

(criteria see below). Air temperature (ta), water te~perature (tw),

cloudiness (cl), wind direction (lUd) and wind speed (lUf),

waves (wh), and the day of observation (dd) marked the observation

in the chart in the following manner:

Wf~~ 53
tw: 5.3 °c wd: 2700

tal 4.3 °c IUf: 23-27 knots
lUd --:;r 1 12

03 cl: 4/8 IUh: 1.5 m (03xO.5 m)

cl dd: 12th of the Month

Irregular surface temperature measurements from ships of

opportunity - especia1ly those of research vessels - comp1eted

the data base if they were received in time (time of going to

press: Wednesday, 09 UTC).

The number of usable observations is fluctuating with inereasing

tendency:about 250 va lues was the weekly mean during the first

yearsj up ta 700 values, chosen from more than 2000 automatieal1y

transmitted data of one wee~ provide a good chert today.

from these seleeted va1ues, from about one third up to the half

are from fixed stations (reported daily several times), the
others are singles. Up to 170 t o values can also be added during

one week if a research vessel sends hourly SST-measurements to

us direet.

for years, different attempts have been made to eStablish

a computer collection and sorting routine in either the DHI

or in the D\~D. Gaps of unknown type and depth absorbed more

or less large parts of the data set. Other difficulties

lUere the lack of guaranteed transmission times and data lines.

Sy means of the present computers in the OHI and DWD, and

some special equipment. installed for IGOSS purposes, an auto

matie data transfer and sorting has been estab1ished for months

and is effective when "all systems go".

Camparisans of the da ta lists resulting fr om the automatie

data transfer and the manually sorted telex paper prints of the

SWA corresponding, revealed observations in both sets IUhich

were not contained in the other. These unilateral data amounted

up to 20 % (in the mean, about 5 %) of· the total North Sea ob

servation set. Until now, the differences are explainable only

in parts: The broad speetrum of smal1 transmitting errors (in

complete 5-figure groups, or one figure more in one groupj

letters in a group; blanks, breaks, etc; changed group sequences)

excludes a lot of observations from the computer file.

Another part of the differences are the delayed incoming ob- .

servations (reaching the OWO after the standard times).

They are given to the SWA, but not transferred into the files

transmitted to the OHI beeause completeness is not a weather

service aim in a weIl covered area. However, we need every

water temperature that is avai1able. Besides these, there are

still same unknown gaps on both methods which we hope to find

and fUI up.

At the moment, the list of the automatie transferred and sorted

data are used ta compile manual1y the original transparent chart.

Ouring that, an individual quality cheek,espeeially cf the

water temperatures, takes place (criteria see below). As during

the years.before, the analysis of the t e chart is carried ,out
manually with more emphasis laid upon the values af the last

few days and with respect ta the recent weather. Some short. ....
remarks written onta the original chart give ta the user some

explanation of the analysis.
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Parallel to the list printing of the daily sorted observations,

they are placed in a weekly file after an individual quality

check (interaetive job which, by the way, nearly needs the

same time as the handplotting). from the fixed stations re

porting several times a day (light vessels, rigs, buoys),

only the 12 UTC messages (or the one next to it) are taken in

this weekly file. The water temperatures, at positions wh ich are

twice or more times in this weekly file, are averaged with more

emphasis laid upon the values of the latter days of the per iod

under review. Afterthe end of the collection period, the

temperatures of the weekly file are plot ted and the (still)

manual analysis is compared to that originating from the daily

lists. Dne aetual disadvantage of the plot is the,lack of the

other weather parameters, which we were not able to insert into
the plot without too much overlapping. They are very valuable for

Interpreting the water temperatures. Problems in snslyzing the

plot are created by sud den larger temperature changes, e.g.

by upwelling at the southern Norwegian coast. However, they

are onIy small stones on the way to a completely automatie

t chart at whieh we aim to. Nevertheless, such achart has
o ,

to be at least of the same qualities than that handmade, for

the continuation of an 18 year time se ries and keeping it

eonsistent.

...

ACCURACY or THE t o CHART

Owing to the fact, that no instrument can be always absolutely

accurate, one has to deal with the instrumental errors first.

The temperatures in the standard ship observations are given

in tenths of a Centigrade. Usually, the water temperatures at

the cooling water inlet are used for the weather observations.

As Ualden (1966) calculated, such temperatures differ by about

+0.3 K from bucket values. Mittelstaedt (1969) estimated the

error to be of the same magnitude. As far as 1 am able to judge

the aecuracy of those different pieces of equipment, 'I use

=0.5 K as instrumental error (if it is more, the observation

will be recognized to be wrong, see below). I ean only trust

that the majority of the ineoming values is better, however, the

development of more accurate temperature sensors during the

years past has led to the belief in unehanging instruments.

Temporally-dependent ehanges are not notieed, as even research

vessels and a research platform have revealed.

Greater sources of errors are the reading, eoding, and trans

mitting of the data (ineluding the vessel's positions).

Ue are unable to distinguish between such sourees, but we

do not aceept ship-measured water temperatures of 20 °c in

winter months from the Seottish Highlands. Besides deleting

ineomplete observations, the sorting programme labels with

question marks all water temperatures outside the margin of

:1 Keompared to the next observations. This eorresponda to

the former individual notieing of loeal differences of more

than 0.5 K within short period of time. Taking into aecount the

other parts of the observation, and keeping in mi nd the actual

hydrographie and meteorological situation of the area where the

observation was ~ade, the compiler has to deeide, whether or not

these marked va lues indieate strong seasonal heating for instance,

or if they depend upon different measuring depths (unfortunateIy,

such depths are not given in the observations), or if they are

just wrong.

l
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Upwelling effeets, windinduced turbulenees and transports,
and a lot of other events eould be the.reasons behind large
differenees. Thus, the deeision "error" or "no error"

esse~tially de~ends upon the knowledge of th~ aetual weather
situation. eombined with the oeeanographie knowledge of the
compiler. On the other hand, after preparing the ehart for

years, this provides one with more than ~n instinet for the
. qu~lity of the measurements of the more frequently reeurring
esll signs. Thus, it is possible to distinguish between those

vessels providing good observations and those whieh are less good
(as mentioned before: 700 out of more than 2000!).

Summarizing, the aeeuraey of the ~anual10 plot ted observations
is better than !0.5 K.

However, this refers only to an aecuraey at one moment'at a'

special position, and not to the aeeuraey of the t o ehart.
To obtain an' idea of the ehart's accuraey, measurements from
the IYfS '86 eould be referred·to. Luekily, the Leading

Seientists of the vessels partieipating had heard of my plea
for surfaee temperatures. SOMe of the data did not reaeh
us in time, and they eould not be used for ehart cempilation.
However, they were used to check the plotted temperature
dis tr ibution.

In the figure, the (positive and negative) differenees of
the temperatures - posted charts minus delayed t messurements

o .
eorresponding - are given.ln ealeulating those differences,

the.partly severe eoeling of the North Sea from the end of
January to the end of february was not taken into aceount.
Thus, the largerdifferenees in the Germsn Bight ares, along
the Norwegian Deep, and off the southeast English eoast, are

eaused by the severe eooling and spreading of cold coastal
waters within the weekly periods. !hese are the same areas
where, during the summer season, the largest heating occurs.

That means, that the weekly mean temperature chart is less aecurate
than =1 K in some areas withspecial weather situations;
however, in the majority of the aress' the aeeuracy seems to be
better than =1 K.
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WEEKLY t o CHARTS. AND SATELLITE IMAGES

In most eases, the thermal·struetures of satellite. IR imsges
differ quite a lot from a eorresponding traditional t ehart

. 0

(e.g. Riepma, 1985). This originates on one hand from the
different length scales: the images give structures with

seales down to the resolution of the satellite sensor (metres);

the t o ehart shows struetures down to some t~n kilometres •
On the other hand: the images show skin temperatures at a
moment; the t o ehart gives a me sn temperature of a surfaee

layer of up to 6 m thiekness. It ia not possible to shorten
the t o ehart period under analysis down to about one or two
days. However, it is possible to average the satellite~given

features; as, for instanee, Huber (1984). Ouring the period
April/May 1984, he found that the temperature ehanges given
in the t o ehart were also in the different images. The

average satellite temperatures were mostly beneath the t o
values observed by the vessels (up to J K). Maybe this was an
effeet of the data proeessing. Owing to the fact that it would

be advantageous if parts of the satellite-~easured temperature

struetures could be transferred to the t ehart - for instanee
. 0 '

off the Norwegian, English, and Seottish eoasts - a future

projeet will be undertsken from february to Hay 1987. Idess snd
ground lruth messurements are weleome.

TO SUli UP:

It seems likely that the federal German t o ehart will continue
to be issued in future years. Some of the users have already
sent in information about their use of the chart, this leads
one to the eonclusion thst the fasson for reeeiving it is not
only its supply free-of-chsrge •.
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